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Many times we will want something happening on a regular basis – perhaps every “year” that 

passes, my Tomagachi pet degrades a little bit. 

In other words, every so often (on some regular time interval), something needs to happen.  What 

we need is some sort of timer that will let us know when the “every so often” has occurred, i.e. the 

time interval has passed.  We frequently refer to this timer interval as the timer tick. 

What we want is to set up a timer and have it tick on the desired interval, letting us know when it 

ticks. 

Well, the IDE gives us a timer and makes it very easy to use!  Let’s learn how!  For this demo, 

let’s have a display of seconds on the GUI.  To do so, we’ll: 

1. Add a textbox (to hold the display of seconds),  

2. Add a timer, configure it to tick every second,  

3. Create the tick event handler method that will get called every time the timer ticks, and  

4. Add code to the event handler to display a count of seconds. 

Here we go! 
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1. Let’s start off by creating a new Windows Form Application. 

2. Drag a TextBox and a Timer onto the GUI in the design window. 

 You can find the TextBox in the Common Controls section of the toolbox. 

 You can find the Timer in the Components section of the toolbox. 

 …or you can find both in the All Windows Forms section.   

3. Notice when you drag the timer onto the GUI, it does not appear on the GUI itself: 

 It appears in a section at the bottom of the IDE. 
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4. In the properties panel, set the name for these to: 

 countTextBox 

 countTimer 

5. In the properties panel, set up the Timer: 

 Set Enabled to true 

 Set the interval to 1000 

Click on the timer.  In the properties panel, select the Interval property (you just set it to 1000). 

Notice at the bottom of the properties panel there is a brief description of the timer interval 

property: it says “The frequency of Elapsed events in milliseconds.” 

 

This means the unit of measurement for the timer tick is milliseconds.  There are 1000 

milliseconds in one second.  When we set the interval to 1000, we were saying we want the timer 

to tick every second (1000 milliseconds).  If you wanted the timer to tick every 5 ½ seconds, you 

would set the interval to 5500 (5.5 * 1000). 
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We now have the timer configured to tick every second. 

The next step is set it up so the timer will tell us when it ticks; to do so simply double-click on the 

timer object at the bottom of the Form1.cs (Design) screen.  This will open the code window and 

create the event handler method for the timer tick event.  This is where we will add the code to do 

whatever needs to happen every time the timer ticks. 
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Next let’s create a class variable (field) to hold the count of seconds.  In the timer tick event 

handler we will increment (add 1 to) this field … this will count the number of seconds that have 

gone past.  Here is the code: 

 

Run the code and you will see the second count updating in the textbox: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You now know how to use a timer in your GUI!  All you need to do is decide how often you want 

the timer to tick, set the interval appropriately and add the event handler code. 


